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Product solution for:

e-Neighborhoods, Worldwide

A full view for real estate professionals
As one of the world’s top real estate information websites, eNeighborhoods features DigitalGlobe
high-impact aerial photos integrated with its vast database of tabular home and neighborhood knowledge,
providing clients with the detail and visuals to create timely proposals and custom maps.

High demand, high expectation

Company information

Individual home buyers and commercial real estate investors today want to

eNeighborhoods is a worldwide real estate

know everything about a property before deciding to buy. What are the compa-

information website targeted toward home

rable properties for sale? Where are the schools, parks and shopping? How

and commercial property buyers.

does traffic flow? If I’m investing, is there competition close by?
Real estate professionals know they must package comprehensive data and

WORLDWIDE

compelling visuals for all available properties and surrounding areas in order to
engage today’s sophisticated homebuyer. So they look to eNeighborhoods for
easy access and quick delivery of this data and much more.
Most of the world’s top real estate websites feature high-impact aerial maps
and photos. Maps are a highly intuitive, visual way to communicate real estate
information. Today, more than 80% of buyers begin searches on the web, and
many prefer to navigate using maps. So in order to stay ahead in the marketplace, eNeighborhoods required:

»» The clearest, most current and most comprehensive imagery in
the marketplace
»» Integration with the established eNeighborhoods database systems
»» Seamless delivery to clients via the eNeighborhoods website

www.digitalglobe.com
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e-Neighborhoods, Worldwide

Key components

Industry

Aerial and satellite photos have, in fact, become a key part of the real estate

»» On-line mapping portals

transaction cycle. These images provide a tremendous amount of insight into

»» Real estate

not only a property itself, but also the nature of its surrounding area.

Uses
»» Intelligence

Complete perspective
Today, eNeighborhoods provides clients with complete perspective afforded by

»» Real estate information portal

superior earth imagery from DigitalGlobe, along with other valuable real estate

Products Used

data. The company no longer needs to purchase individual images from various

»» Aerial imagery

sources and assimilate it into their systems.

»» 60 cm Orthorectified satellite imagery

Earth imagery allows realtors, buyers, insurance companies, appraisers, title
agents, and mortgage lenders to view a property without physically being there.
All of the imagery is available online and customers can get full access to it,
eliminating printed matter—saving time, money, and resources they can
apply elsewhere.

“Aerial images are a huge hit with our customers. We have received
many client testimonials about how useful the feature has become
and the different ways our customers use the images to help both
buyers and sellers.”
D av e M eye r , President, e-Neighborhoods

Challenge
Solution
Results
www.digitalglobe.com

Individual home buyers and commercial real estate investors want
to know everything about a property before deciding what to buy.
DigitalGlobe helped eNeighborhoods to better communicate physical
attributes of listings from their service platform solution by providing
timely, high-quality imagery.
Users are able to view the imagery online and customers can get
full access to it, eliminating printed matter—saving time, money,
and resources.
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